Fashionline is the brand of an Australia-wide association of blind makers
who provide window furnishing solutions with the latest designs, colours
and technology at affordable prices.
Your local Fashionline dealer brings to your home unique window
furnishing concepts created by the combined resources of the largest
independent blind manufacturing co-operative in Australia.
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Fashionline’s range of internal shutters has been specifically
developed to enhance the beauty of your home whilst offering
privacy and added security. The highly versatile system gives
you precise control of heat and glare, while at the same time not
obstructing your view.
Fashionline’s range of internal shutters is available in both natural
timber and synthetic materials, and come in a wide range of colours
to suit any décor and colour scheme.
All Fashionline internal shutters are manufactured using the latest
techniques and use mortise-and-tenon joints which provide great
strength and a clean, modern, streamlined appearance.
Offering clear view and tilt-rod operation, along with an easy to use
remote control, the Fashionline shutter range is a seamless addition
to your décor.
Fashionline internal shutters are available in hinged, fixed, sliding
and bi-fold styles along with special shapes to suit any application.
These shutters can even be used as larger structures such as room
dividers and door panels.

COMPLETING THE VISION

Amhurst
Fashionline’s Amhurst range of shutters is made from quarter-sawn
western red cedar. The fine grain and warm tones create a unique
look that adds atmosphere and a touch of class to any room in your
home. Using only plantation timber, these shutters offer a range of
stained finishes from light amber through to a deep honey brown
coated with a UV stabilised lacquered finish. Amhurst shutters are
available in a choice of either aerofoil or flat blade and various sizes.

Sussex
Fashionline’s Sussex range of basswood shutters uses the highest
quality hardwood along with an extensive palette of paints and
stains to create a luxurious product to complement any window.
Handcrafted using traditional mortise-and-tenon joinery, the Sussex
range can be made to a range of shapes allowing it to complement
any architecture. Sussex shutters are made from purpose-grown
basswood with the hardness required to resist knocks and bumps,
making it ideal for the family home.

Woodbury
Fashionline’s Woodbury shutters are constructed using a patented
material engineered for its strength, light weight, colour fastness,
hardness and water resistance. Fashionline’s Woodbury internal
shutters are the perfect solution for wet areas such as bathrooms
and kitchens along with high wear areas. They can be used
throughout the house, or in conjunction with natural timber shutters
to complement your entire home.

